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II.
NOMENCLATU&·1E·:

§_ggk_E_l_ Definition
X,Y Rectangular coordinates

E,7) Skewed coordinatee

v Poiaeon'e ratio
E Modulus of elasticity in tension and compreaaion
G Modulue of elaeticity in shear

h Plate thickneaa
NX Normal force per unit length in the rectangular

platee in the X direction

Ny Normal force per unit length in the rectangular
platea in the Y direction

Nxy Shearing force per unit length in the rectangular

plates in either the X or Y direction
NE Normal force per unit length in the ekewed plate

in a direction perpendicular to the 7; axie
N, Normal force per unit length in the ekewed plate

in a direction perpendicular to the Q axie

Hg)? Shearing force per unit length in the skeved plate

in a direction parallel to the 7; axia
NN, Shearing force per unit length in the skewed plate

N in a direction parallel to the E, axis
N

NE N
N

N
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Definition

a. Angle of skew
s Sine u
c Gesine a

4; Normal component of stress parallel to the X axis

4; Normal component of stress parallel to the Y axis
2;; Shearing stress compoent parallel to either the

X or Y axis
N Lateral deflection of a plate

u Displacement of a rectangular plate parallel to
the X axis or of a skewed plate perpendicular to
the axis

v Displacement of a rectangular plate parallel to

the Y axis or of a skewed plate parallel to the
7?axis

Z The direction normal to the XY—plane
A Subscript referring to the abutment

S Subscript referring to the skewed slab

A¤,B¤,C¤,D¤, Constants appearing in the solution

^1K•BA»C£•D:&•
Aä„Bä„¤£,¤¥„
Äl'„¤fä„<=§'§•öil
Äh Roots of equation used to determine the relations

between the constants An, Bn, Cn, DH, Ag, etc.

[ _ _



W é" W
Yn,X¤,T¤,Xn Functions of 7)
Y;,,X§„Yf,,XQ First derivatives of the functions of 77
Y;;,X;,-T§,l(-Q Second derivatives of the functions of 77
a ··= 2/(1-xl)
vr 3•l4l59265l•
d Length of skewed plate measured in the direction

of the E, axis
n Terms being summed in the solutions for u and v
¤(„ == 2mr/d
Y ·= Mz/¤
1 = „/"-T

Vx Shear in the abutments acting in a direction

perpendicular to the XY·-plane on e section of the

abutment parallel to the X axis
f(77) A function of 77
ao,am,bm Terms involved in a Fourier Series expwsion

m Terms being summed in a Fourier Series

dx,dy,d17 Differential x, y, and 7) reepectively

A, B, C Goefficients used in the integral table in the

Appendix
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III.

IIJTILQDUCTION

Our modern highways must safely accomedate the higher speeds of

present-day automobile traffic. To do this, grade croesings have to

be eliminated and the alignment of the highway maintained throughout

its entire length, necessitating the use of skewed bridges.

The rigid-frame bridge is especially suited for highway construc-

tion because of its minimum encroachment on headroom, its inherent

economy typical of continuous structures and its almost unlimited

adaptability to architectural treatment. The moments are small in the

sections near the center of the deck of a rigid—frame bridge compared

with the corresponding moments in a simply supported deck of the same

span. Therefore, the depth can be reduced at the center giving added

head-room as well as a pleasing arch effect. This added head·room

enables the overpass roadway to be lowered or the underpass roadway to

be raised, resulting in a saving in the volume of fill or excavation

and in the area of land required for the approaches.

Rigid frames are also advantageous where future expansion is

anticipated. Bridges of this type may be widened with but slight

alterations of the existing structure. The widening can be acccmplished

without interfering with normal traffic.

The first rigid-frame bridge in this country was built by the

Westchester, New York, County Park Commission in 1922, due to the



efforts of Arthur G• Hayden, design engineer cf the commiss1on„ From

that time up to the present, the construction of this type ef structure

has increased both here end abroed•

Structural failures of rigid frames have occurred, but due ta

conservative design procedures amd the use of large safety factors, nc

failures have taken place recently, Since this practice is uueconomical

and does not credit the designer, present methods of designing skewad

rigid—frame bridges are not entirely aatisfectory•

This thesis is part of the analytical solution of 6 skawad rigid—

frame bridge basd upon the classical theory of plates„ The bridge may

be considered as a structure composed of two vertical rectnngular plates

and one horizontal skcwad plate, The top slab of the bridge ulll be

loaded in the vertical direction, This loading causes both bemding and

extension in the two vertical abutmemts, which im turn produce hending

and extension of the top skewed 61ab.

Due to its length, the analysis of the bridge using classical

plate theory has been divided into three partsr One part includes the

analysis of the two vertical rectaugular plates under the action of

beuding and extensioual forces• Another concerns the analysis of the

horizontal skeved plate subjected to bendiug ¢¤ly• The third part

iuvolves the analysis of this same akewed plate acted on by extensioual

force6• At the present, a separate thesis is being written cu each

part.This thesis is primrily ccncerned with the analysis of the t

N
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horizontal skewed plate subjected to extension. All the equations and
boundary conditions necessary for the solution are developed. The

solution is based on the essumption that the extensional forces do not

interect with the bending moments and vice verse. This is not a

serious restriction since the slah and abutments of a rigid—frame

bridge are usually thick and the deflection due to bending is very

small.

As fer as the author could determine, no known analyticel solution

of skewed rigid frames based on classical plate theory exists at this

time.

K
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IV.

RTVIEM OF LQTFRATURF

As already mentioned, the use of skewed rigid-frame bridges has

become the rule rather than the exception with modern highways straight-

ened to accomodate the higher speeds and more exacting safety require-

ments of present-day traffic• It is therefore important to have an

economical but adequate design method for these skewed structures•

At this time, a review of literature pertaining to design methods

and tests of rigid-frae bridges is presented. To avoid unnecessary

duplicatic, some articles only briefly mentioned here will be found in

more detail in the theses, by Anton Bettenhofer and George Parsons,

cocerning the analysis of the remaining parts of the bridge•

The streeses in a skew elab necessarily differ from those in s V

straight slab• Due to the fact that the forces and moments in a skew

arch cr frame are not parallel to a single plane, the structure must be V
analyzed in three dimensions instead of two dimensions used for right

Varchos and frames• Early bridge designers, lacking evidence to indicate

the need for a special design, considered the stress distribution in

skew rigid frames to be similar tc the distribution in right rigid V

frames• This procedure met with disastrous results on May 1L, 1902

when a large arch built with a considerable skew collapsed at Bendigo, V

Austra1ia•(ll) Professor W, C. Kernot was retained to determine the V
cause of the disaster• Having examined the site of the failure and V

perfcrmed tests cn several models, Professor Kernot discovere that V

V
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there was a great local intensification of stress in the abutment at the H
obtuse angle of the arch. He concluded that the accepted method of
design was most seriously and dangerously in error and that a series of
fairly large scale experiments were needed in order to establish a set
of rules for the design of skew structures, From his own findings he H
listed some provisional rules to govern future designs which may be

found with a description of his experiments in the same article relating
the collapse of the arch.(ll)

Because it occasionally used skew archos, the Bureau of Public
Roads began a series of tests in July, 1922 to determine the intensity

and distribution of the abutment reactions ae well as the deformation of
the arch ring along the springing line. A description of these tests

and the conclusions drawn from them has been reported by Mr. G. N. Davis
in a report issued in l925•(L) The tests were made on one—quarter size

H

model concrete arches of various skew angles with the following results.
HThe maximum vertical reaction occurred at the obtuse angle of the arch H

and varied directly with the angle of skew. Increasing the skew angle Hcaused an increase in the intensity of the side thrust which was directed Htoward the face of the arch at the acute angle.

In 192L, J. Charles Rathbun presented the first three—dimensional
analysis for a ekewed rigid-frame bridge with fixed ends.(lL) The
method is approximate, but Rathbun assures the reader that the errors
are no greater than the usual errors for such work.

Rathbun's method was to divide the arch ring into two curved H

H
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cantilever beams by passing a plane through the crown parallel to the

axis of the barrel and perpendicular to the surface of the arch at the

line of intersection. Each cantilever beam is rigidly supported at the
I

abutment and subjected to the external loads and to the force and mo- I

ment caused by the other beam at the plane of intersection. The prob- I
lem reduces to calculating the force and moment on this plane necessary

I
to keep the two beams coincident at the plane of intersection. Once

the crown reactions are known, the stress at any point is found as in

the case of an ordinary cantilever beam under a given loading.

In a later paper,(15) Rathbun expanded the above analysis to in-

clude skew arches of several spans and, by setting the skew angle equal I
to zero, demonstrated how this same procedure can be used for multiple

right arches on elastic piers. This same paper contains formlas for

computing unit stresses after the crown reactions have been found.

Professor Rathbun, at the request of the westchester County Park
I

Comission, extended his method to include the two-hinged skewed arch I
or frame bridge. The extension of Hathbun*s theory is included in a I
book written by Arthur G. Hayden,(8) design engineer of the comission. I
This procedure for analyzing rigid frames hinged at their supports is I
soewhat simpler than the original theory since the total vertical

reactions are considered to be the same as for a simple beam having I

the same span and a width equal to the skew width of the arch.

In 1932, Bernard L. weiner presented a simplified method of design- I
ing skewed arches.(2l) Parts of it are based on the theory of Profes-

I

I I
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sor Rathbun• The complete derivations of formulas for fixed and two-

hinged arches, both symmetrical and unsymmetrical, are given, A new

theory for proportioning the sections is developed as well as a method

of locating the maximum stresses• A short, approximate design proce-

dure for rigid frames completes the paper,

Another approximate method, also based on Rathbun's theory, was

devisd around 1934 by Edward F• Giffond (7) as a result of model

tests on reinforced concrete skew rigid frames, Using this method,

the elastic properties of a skew bridge are computed by considering

a section of the span pcrpendicular to the abutments• The moments

and thrusts are computed for a unit width of this span and then multi-

plied by a suitable factor to convert them to moments and thrusts

acting on the span parallel to the free edges of the bridge.

Important informatio cn skewed rigid-frame bridges was obtained N
from an actual structure, designed according to Hayden's method, in

N

Glendale, Ca1ifornia•(23) The test was made in 1936 on the Central

Avenue Bridge, a two year old structure, which had to be demolished

in connection with a channel widening project. A concentrated load N
was applied at the center of the span and strains and deflections were

Nmeasured at various sections of the bridge, N
Field measurements of strains were also made on the North Avenue N

Bridge in Chicago, Illinois, in 194O•(17) In designing this large,
N

skewed, rigid-frame vehicular bridge, certain critical structural 4

assumptions were made which were believed to be correct but which

44
4
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lacked substantiating evidence, The design was checked by a systematic

extensometer investigation which revealed the true capabilities of the

bridge,

A bulletin on the analysis of skew slabs was written by Vernon P,

Jensen (10) in September, 19Al, The slabs investigated had various

skew angles and boundary conditions and were subjected to both uniform

loads and wheel loads, Finite difference equations were used in the

investigation, These equaticns were developed for a general system of

skew coordinates, allowing this type of slab to be analysed regardless

of skew angle or dimensions,

Richard M, Hodges (9) further simplified Rathbun's method, under

the direction of A, G, Hayden, in 19LA, In his paper, Hr, Hodges de-

veloped a simplified solution for single span skewed arches and rigid

frames based on the assumption that a virtual hinge exists along the

bottom of each footing due to the compressibility of the soil, It is

further assumed that no rotation can occur at the footings except

about this virtual hinge and that no translation takes place in any

direction,

After comparing the analyses of several single—epan rigid~frame

bridges, Hodges concluded that, for all practical purposes, the skew

angle did not influence the square—span horizontal redundant reaction,

Therefore, he calculated the square-span redundant separately, simpli-

fying the analysis to less than one-half of the work formerly required,

In 1950, Maur1¤¤ Barron(2) developed a simplified method of

V
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analysis and design in which the skew effects on an arch cr rigid frac

are determined seperately as a secondary stress analysis. The ordinary

stresses for a rectangular frame, the primary stresses, are calculated

and if the angle of skew is sufficiently large, according to criteria

presented by Barron, the secondary stresses are superimposed. For

structures with sell skew angles, the secondary analysis is omitted.

This method may also be applied to skewed structures of two and three

spans•

Later in the same year, Bernard L. heinerlzg} presented a method,

similar to Barron's, in which the stresses in a skewed structure are

divided into basic stresses and skew stresses. The basic stresses are

obtained from a similar rectangular structure and provision made for

the skew stresses.

Gordon P. Fisher and halter C. Boyer(6? performed a series of ex-
N

periments in 1952 to determine the validity of current design proce-
" dures for skewed rigid-frame bridges. They discovered that, for center-

line loads, the skew aagle doesn't affect the vertical reactions and

horizontal thrusts. The reactions and thrusts vary slightly for off-

center loading but for design purposes, they contend that the reaotions

and thrusts calculated for a similar rectangular frame are adequste„

Also in 1952, James P. hichalos(12) devised a numerical procedure
Nto analyse single-span skewed arches and rigid frames, considering

them as bar structures rather than plates. This method is general and
N

may be applied to structures of any shape with any variation in cross
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section, loaded or deformed in any direction, Results identical to

those of classical methods, including Hathhun's, are obtained from this

mechanical procedure involving only arithmctic•

Experimental investigations of skewed rigid-frame bridges have also

been carried out at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, This project was

started in June, 1948 when Henry Banach(l) investigated some prelim-

inary problems involved in the proposed tests of skewed reinforced

cocrete bridge models, Mr, Banach determined the forces and physical

properties of the materials to be used in a one-tenth scale model to

insure similar action between the model and the actual bridge, Other

preliminary work was done by Thomas Epperson(5) who developed a suit-

able method of measuring reactions and determined the best way of

measuring strains in the reinforcement of the bridge using SR-4 gages•

In 1952 and 1953, experimental analyses of a skewed rigid-frame

aluminum bridge model and a skewed reinforced concrete slab were con-

ducted at Virginia Polyteohnic Institute under the direction of D, H,

Pletta and D, Frederick$l3)

The bridge model was made of one-half inch plate; welded along the

knees• Uniform lcads of three, six and nine pounds per square inch

were applied over the deck and strains measured at various points,

The reinforced concrete slab was subjected to various concentrated

loads and strains recorded by means of SR-4 gages• Test results are

given in the bulletin mentioed above, Parts of this project were dg.

veloped by Michael Cusan0(3) and John Ruff(l6) in conjunction withI
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ABSTRACT

Up to this time, no known analytical solution based on the classi-

cal theory of plates exists for a skewed-slab rigid-frame bridge, In

order to obtain a solution of this kind, the bridge has been divided

into three separate probleme, the analysis of the two vertical rectan-

gular plates (abutments) acted on by both bening and extensional

forces, the analysis of the horizontal skewed plate (top slab) sub-

jected to bending, and lastly, the analysis of the top slab under the

actio of extensioal forces, All forces and moments arise from a

uniform load on the top slab,

This thesis is primarily concerned with the third problem mentioned

above, The solution was based on the assumption that the extensional

forcee and bending moents do not interact with each other,

The procedure involved several steps, First the governing equa-

tion for extension of plates was expressed in skewed coordinates,

Then the boundary conditios necessary for the solution were deter-

mined, Finally, the proper numerical values were substituted in all

equatios so the results, when obtained, can be compared with the ex-

perimental analysis of an aluminum model of a skewed-slab rigid-frame

bridge available in recent literature,(l3)

The final equations are given in the form cf an infinite series,

These equations must be combined with the equations from the two
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remaining parts of this problem, not included in this thesis, inorder to obtain ab solution. The number of terms to be used in the
series will depend upon the accuracy desired•
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VI•

INVESTIGATION

A, Objectives

As previously menticed, this thesis is mainly concerned with the

analysis of the skewed top slab of a rigid-frame bridge being acted

upon by extensional forces• These extensional forces are due to a

uniform load on the top slab• This loading prcduces both bending and
extension in the abutments, which in turn produce bending and exten-

sion of the top skewed slab• It is assumed in the solution that these

bending moments and extensional forces do not interact•

The equatio governing the extension of plates, based on classical

plate theory, will be expressed in both rectangular and skewed coordi-

nates„ Next, the bonndary conditions needd for the solution will be ·
determined„ Numerical values, correspding to an experimental model

‘

investigation conducted at Virginia Polytechnic Institute,(13) will

be substituted into the equations so that a check on the analytical

work can be obtained when the equations are solveds The final equa-

ticns will be given in the form cf an infinite series• To solve these

equations and evaluate the arbitrary constants contained in them re-

quires the combination of these equatios with those resulting from
the analysis of the abutments acte on by bending and extension andofthe

top slab subjected to bending•

} V
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Throughout this investigation, reference was made to the works of

Timoshenko,(18) and Timoshenko and Geodier,(l9)

B, Eguation Governing the Extension of Plates

First the gcverning equation for extension will be expressed in

rectangular cartesian coordinates• Let hx and Ny, shown in Figure 1,

denote the normal force in the plate per unit length in the X and Y

directions and let Nxy denote the shear force per unit length, with

no body forces in the plane of the plate, these normal and shearing

forces must be in equi1ibrium• Summing the forces in the X and Y

directions respectively results in the following equations of equi-

N9Nx 4* XY
=GXZYY

GN GN....:2+ J
;GX.GY

Assuming u and V, the displacement components, to be independent

of Z, the direction normal to the XY-plane, and neglecting the effect L

of stress in the Z direction, the three stress-strsin relations in

the plane of the plate can be expressed as

L

” LL
L
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Figure 1, Stress Resultante fer Rectarxgular Coordiuates

Y,77

Q

TTN o<JL x
Figure 2, Skewed Coerdinates

Y Nb N’IE

NE ;
NE

J (X N
/_-1

NW; N?}
X

Figure 3, Stress Resultants fer Skewed CooxdinatesN
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Su \gg = gg V¤·=*<») (3)

Sv \gg (4)

av + ax " G. (5)

Integrating these over the thiekness of the plate results in

Su— = N — N (6)

Sv _Eh ggg — (7)

Su SvN =Gh(——+ (6)"’ av ax

For the solution of the extension problem there are five squa-

tions (l), (2), (6), (7), (8) for the five unknowns NX, Ny, Nxy, u

and v, Solving equations (6) and (7) simultaneously, the following

expressions for NX and Ny are obtai¤ed•



N *2** N
N N

__ Eh (Qu äv )N* ° vw ax °'V av (9)

_ Eh Bv 90 )NY “ ew (av “” V ax (lo)

Upon substituting the values for NX, Ny and NX}, from equations (9),
(10) and (8) respectively into equations (1) and (2), there results

for u and v

2 (92u Q°‘v ) <92u 91*/ )_N—v axz “” V axav + 2*/*+ axav ’O (11)

2 9°v Qzu ) (äzv Qin
>—-—— -— ———— ——— ———— =-0 · 12nw Navz °' V axav “” axz + axav N N

Since the top slab is skewed, the skewed coordinates E and W,

shown in Figure 2, will be introduced• The law of transformation

between the (X,Y) and (E,,7y) coordinates is

x= ¤ ·E ana x=>y+ S-E (13) N

where c = cosine ¤( and s ¤ eine ¤(„ N
Equations (8), (9), (10), (11) and (12) will have to be written

in terms of the (E,,7]) coordinates• The stress resultants for skewed

N
N

N
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coordinates are shown in Figure 3, and the laws of transformation N

between these and the rectangular ones in Figure 1 are

NE ’ Nx (14)

Np; == Nxy (S2 · cz) — (NX - Ny) S c (17)

Using the traneformation formulas from the appendix, these equa-
tions can be written in terms of the (75,72) derivatives as

- Eh 1 311 - Q) Q]NE — u—v‘
Nc(9’&, S 977

+\,
977 (18)

- Q * (Q - Q)] C 1NEW c 973,

Q) IQ (zäi ls. N
- 911 Q. 1. {Q - 91.)] NSS $5)) "2S°S" Nm] " C ag S es <2¤>

NQu \ (Uv avi] Eh {i__ ·2._ 2 ____ ___ __ ___ ,_ ___.. ...Ne —“ °’S"N9q* C ag Sen; (we SS C
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..25,.. I
2*;- 2*;)

(8*5,
$87}

87}
+2,

S7}cThe

equations govemiug the displacements become

Sau Sau
2 2 Szu Szva ggg Zas ggg)? + (as +c) ghz +c<\+av) S29)?

Szv
-sc(I+av)**** = O (22)87}*

9'Lv Q7. 2 92 Q'?.*5; *23 av)7.

—sc<\+av) äézlg =O (23)

where a = 2/(l•-\))•

Now solutions for u and v of the form

v—=Z [LU;) sln o(„¥§ + X„(7y) cos (24)

v = ä [ZU;) cos ¤(„E, + )(„(7;) sm o<„E jl (25)V*‘\



are assumed„ Substituting these expressions for u and v into equa-

tions (22) and (23) results in four equations involving Im Ym in
and im These are

—ao<: Y„ + 2aso(„X:, * (as2+cZ)Y,;° ·c(\+av)¤<„Y,: -· sc(\+aw));(: = O (26)

—a¤a§ X„ — 2a$¤<„Y,Ä + (as2+ c‘)XÜ„
+ ¤(\+av)¤<„Y:, · S=<\+a«¤)Y’„I‘ = O (27)

— aß )'(„ + 2so<„)(-„’ + (SZ+a¤‘))<;·¤(\+a«*)¤~„XÄ,·$c(|+aV)Y: =O (28)

— o(ä.\;“ — 2g«„§(;‘ + (g2+ac,°‘))?„‘+ c(\+av)¤(„Y,: -sc(\+ax))X‘:„ =O (gg)

This system of linear simultaneous equations can be solved by

taking

xn " An ¢¤8h ()‘n7Z) (30)

Yn " Bu Slnh ( MJ?) (Bl)
Yn == Cu cosh ( MM) (32)

Xn = Du sinh ( MR?) (33)

Next, the first and second derivatives of the above expressions

with respect to 7] were taken, and substitutions made into equations

N
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(26) through (29). To illustmte, the derivetives of @Qll&‘(3i0l’Z (BG)

8I‘C

X;) == An Ä,) sir1h(Ä))7))
X:) = Ax) Ä?) cosh ( Änl] )„

The derivatives ef the remaining expressions are similar to these.

Substituting into equatious (26}, (27), (28) and (29) rsspectively
results in

(2aso<,, >«„]A„ + [·ao(f +(a62+c2) Ä: ] B„ -[¤(\+aw))o<„>„,„‘] C,)

··[ sc(]+&x)) >Ä,]D„ = O (31.)

[—a¤<,Ü+(as"+c1) Xt,] /—\„· (Zas¤<„)«„]B„ —[s¤(\+a«)) Ä?] C,)

+[c(\+av)o<„)«„]D„ = O (35)

[·c(\+av)¤<„)„„] A,) - [sc (\+z¤)) Äi,]B„ + [ Z s¤<„ Ä„] C„

+[—¤(„?;+(s?'+ac2)}\$]Ü„ =O (36)

[—s¤ (I+aw)>„Ü,]A„ + [c(I+a«l)¤(„)(„]B,„+[-«><Ü„+(s?‘+ ac‘)ÄÄ]C„

Ählßhzl
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The determinant of the coefficients Am, Bu, Cu and Dm must vanish

which will give sight roots for Äu, and corresponding to each root will

be a set of constants, only one of which will be independent•

To solve for the roots of Än using symbols, as in the above equa-

tions, results in large unwieldly expressions• Therefore, numerical

values will be substituted into equations (34) through (37) at this

point of the investigation.

C• Numericg Values

All numerical values used in this analysis correspond to the dimen-

sions and physical properties of an aluminum model of a skewed rigid—

frame bridge teste at Virginia Polytechnic Institute•(l3) The model

was fabricated by the Aluminum Company of America of one-half inch

rolled plates, welded along the knees of the bridge by a semi-auto-

matic, inert-gas metal are, A V joint was used and filled with two

passes of the arc on the outside and one on the inside to provide the

fillet• The model was heat treate following the welding by heating

to 920 degrees Fahrenheit, holding for oe hour and water quenching•

The dimensions and skew angle of the top slab of the bridge are

shown in Figure L• All numbers are carrid to nine significant fig-

ures in setting up these equations„ This allows anyone solving the

equations to use nine figures or less, depending on the accuracy de-

sired• Information regarding the number of significant figures to be V

used when solving matrices of various sizes in order to obtain a spee-

VV
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(
ified number of accurate figres in the solution may be found in an

article by John von Neumnn and H, Go1dstine,(2O)

Other numerical quantities required in the solution are the modulus

of elasticity in tension and compression, taken as 10,360,000 pounds

per square inch and Poisson's ratio which ie 0,32, The shearing

modulua of elasticity was calculated as

G = §Ti§j;7 ¤ 3,924,242,LZ psi,

Values of the eine and cosine of 30° respectively are 0,50000000O and

0,86602540B, The quantity ein was taken as 2nm/d = 0,391186060n

thereby making sinzin equal to zero for the boundaries along both

knees of the bridge,

Substituting these numerical values into equations (34) through

(37) produced the following four equations,

l•l50547234u AHA¤ + (—0•450078038¤2 + l•485294ll7 Ä§)Bu

- 0,65762606ön Anßu — 0,840554069 Aäbn = 0 (38)

(—0•45Ü7ö038¤2 + l•485294ll7 kä)An — l•l50547234¤ Anßn

- 0,8-40554069 )„äc„ + 0,65762606Sn )„„¤„ = 0 (39)

-0.66762606e¤ A¤A¤ - 0,84055406Q ÄSBB + 0,391186060n
0

(40)-0.640664069)äAn + 0.66762606sa )nB¤ + (-0,153026534n2

+ 2,45588235O 0,391186060n AnDu = 0 (41))



H
The next step was to set the determinant of the ooefiiciente of

the above four equations equal to zero. Pvaluating this determinant

resulted in the equatien

-_ « -•_ »— ,-„ »' „~ r ,- r ,~ x —„ H W ß L 44,4-
6 2 2 e

· O•O6l997243n. Xä_+ O•COA7436lln‘ = O

To facilitate solving this equation, it was decided to let n2 Yu =
)ä• Using this suhstitution, and dividing through by U455G5lä*§On8, '
the equation can be rewritten as

Il- gn { _ rw ng grp „=¤,r~· {/6*,}*S ,.Yu • G•30o»530„7Yh + Q•O·Oa,l„p¢Y¤ — 0,Ct/leotolyu

4 O„OOO54@36l = O.

Using formulas available for the solution of quarties, the reots

of this equation were found to be

Uyh = Qyh =G•07é5l3267Y
= Y = O•O765l3267 - 0•l3252é8©6i•s>¤ w>¤

Therefore, the eight roots of the original equation in terms of

in are

O•338777063 + 0•l9S593Ü32i)n
l rn)¤ = oqhü = {"O•33ö777063 · O•195593032i)n

6)Ä¤ = (QXH ¤ (— O•338777063 + O•l95593032i)¤
mh, = „„>„„ = (+ 0.33evv·7062 - 0•l95593032i)n•

H
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I
Substituting each root into equations (33) through (Al) resulted

in four homogeneous equations involmg a set of four oonstants, only

one of which is independent, Using these homogeneous eqnations, the

constants corresponding to each root were expressod in terms of the

independent constant with the following results, From IÜÄI; or IZIÄII,
the relations A;} ·= Du, BI; ¤ iDII and GII ·—= -1DII were ohtaineh Roots
U,/\I-I and mh; produoed a different set of eonstants, denotod by primes,

where A; ¤ -D;, B; = il); end CI; • iDI;, D; being taken as the independ-

ent eonstant• The relationships between the oonstants resulting from

roots (IIÄII or IIIÄII and IIIÄR or IIIIÄII, indicated by double prlnea and
triple primes respeotively are AI'; = -D;;, BI'; ¤ -iDI°;, cä = -13;;, AQ =
12;;*, n,';‘ ·= -1n;',‘ an0};*The

expressions for XII, Ing TI; and in shown below were obtained by

substituting each root into equations (30) through (33), using the

above relations and summing the even solutions• Only the even solu-

tions are used because of the symetry of the skewed plate regarding

deflections, etc„ due to the origin of the axes being at the center ofthe plate•XII
= (Dn•D:1•Dz';*Ü¥x) (cosh O•338'7'7'?O63n?7 • eos O•l9559302n?/
+ 1 am O•3387'7'7063¤}7 • ein O•195593O32nY]) (A2) I

I
I
II
I I
I
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In —-= (—Dn+D;1+D§-Ü;) (cash O,338'?'7'?O63n)g · ein O,l955‘)3032n7)

·- i sinh 0,33877706Bnh • cos 0,l95‘593O32n7)) (43)

Yn = (+Dn·-D1;-Dg+Ü§) (sinh 0,3387'7'7063n7y • ein 0,].95593032nT]

·· 1 cosh O,33'77'7063n7) • cos O,195593C32n7)) (44)

in = (+Dn··D$-D§+Ü{°,) (sinh O,338'77'70&33n7) • cos O•l95593032n7?

+ 1 cosh O,338’7'77063n7) • ein 0•195593032n77 )• (45)

Using the real parts of the above expressions and substituting

for Yn and In in equation (24) and for Yn and in in equation (25)

results in these expressions for the displacement components,

u = [(-¤„+¤;,+¤§;-df,) cosh o.326·mo~62¤>; · sn; 0,l95593G32n7)
• sin 0,391186060ni + (+D„···D§-·DÄ+D{§) cosh 0,338'7'7'7063n7?
• cos O,195593032n7} • cos 0,39llS6060nE] (46)

v = hä [(+D„—D§··D{°,+U§) sinh O,338‘7'77063n7) • sin O,l95593032n7?
• cos 0,391186060nE + (+D¤-—D;,-·D{{+Ü}‘;) einh O,338’7'7'7063n7?
• cos O•195593032n7? • ein 0,39ll86060n§] (47)

Now that these solutions have been found, there remains the

specification of the 'boundary conditions,
V

D, Bovundag Conditions (

For the solution of this problem, the axes have been taken as )

( (

(
((
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shown in Figures A, 5 and 6• The houndary conditions for the free

edges, at 7) = 17.50 inches, shown in Figure 5, are

1.) ab == 0
2.) 0.

The first condition states that the normal force per unit length

along either free edge ie zero. Boundary condition number two calls

for the shearing force along these same free eigen to be zero also.

At a knec, Q; = I8.0309L225, there will be eight sets of con-

stants to be determined and there must be sight boundary conditions

here. These arise from the continuity required on the displacenents

and stresses in the abutment and the slah along the knee. For the

problem involving the extension of the shared plate those conditions,

illustrated in Figure 6, are

3.) = nä
L') vs ' ue

6·) = (Vx)A

where the subscripts S and F refer to the slab and abutment respective-

ly.

Boundary condition number three asserts that the displacement in

the slab, at a knee, perpendicular to the abutment is equal to the

N
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Figure 5• Free Edge Boundary Conditions
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deflection of the abutment at this same point, Number four claims

that the displacement in the slab at the knee parallel to the 77 axis

must equal the displacement in the abutment at the knee parallel to

the X axis, The fifth condition states that the shearing forces per

unit length, in the slab and the ahutment, parallel to the knee are

equal at the knee, Lastly, the shear in the abutment perpendicular

to the XY·plane and the normal force along the edge of the top slab

must equal each other at the knee,

Four more continuity conditions at a knee arise from considering

the bending of the top slab together with the corresponding effects

in the abutments, As previously mentioned, this is not part of the

problem undertaken in this thesis and is being covered in two other

current theses,

E, Final Egggtions

The final equations for the solution of this problem are obtained

by substituting the proper numerical values into the expression for

each boundary condition, Evaluating the first boundary condition

at 77 = +7,50 inches, using the expression for N? from equation (20),

the values for u and v from equations (46) and (47), and simplifying

wherever possible, the equation
,

sinh 2•54082'7‘?73n

· ms 1,466947740n · ws 0,391186060nE - _‘ä¤(s¤-mg-og+15;> 4

l

l l
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sinn 2.540827973n • sin 1.46694774% . sin 0.391186060ng

= 0 (48)

was obtained. From this equation it follows that

¤(¤„-·DQ··D{{+Ü,°{) Sinh 2.54082797Bn · cos 1.46694·7·74,0¤ = 0 (4,9)

and

E; n(D¤·-D;)-D;+Ü{°,) sinh 2.54082797% • sin 1.46694774% == 0. (50)

Substituting 7] == -7.50 inches results in the following equation,

(ub)b„_.7_50 = - hä ¤(0¤-ug-0;+0}}) sum 2.64.082·r9·73¤
• cos 1.46694774% • cos 0.391186060nQ - 11(D,1-D1;-D{§+I>‘;°{)

sinh 2.54082797% • sin 1.46694774% • sin 0.391186060nQ

= Os (Sl)

which reduces to equations (49) and (50).

The equation for the shearing force Nb; , equation (21), was eval-

uated at the edge 7( = +7.50 inches to produce 1

(Nb; )b ._,,,·;_5O == hä [2.147743O3O¤(D„—D}1·D{§+D‘;°,) cosh2.54082797%.

sin 1.46694774% -· n(D„-D},-D§§+d}°,) sinh 2.54082797Bn
6

• cos 1.46694774%] cos 0.391186060nE + 1.570392747n
(

(nn-11;,-¤,’;+13,';) cosh 2.s4os2·79·73¤ • ce.1.46694:mon•
sin 0.391186060nE ¤ O, (52)



and at ?} =·= -7.50 inches to give

(N,E),),,_7_50 ·= [-·2.11:m3030¤(D„—D,§—D§§+1){‘}) cosh 2.54082'79’73n
• ein l.4669!+'7'7l„On + n(D¤-DÄ-D§+L*§) sinh 2.5!,O8279'73n
• cos 1.!+669!+'77l„On] cos 0.391186060nE + hä 1. 57039274%
(D¤—D;—D§+Ü;;) cosh 2.5/,08279*73n • cos l.L669A'77l„0n
• sin 0.391186060nE ¤ 0. (53)

Both equations (52} end (53) can be reduced to the same two eque··-

tions shown below.

ci {2.llJ7'7l•3030n(Dl,-Dx;-D§§+D‘{{) coeh 2.5!„.082’79’73n • sin 1.4669477LOn
h=I

· n(D¤·D§-Dä+D§) sinh 2•5!•O8279'73n• cos l.l+669!+'7'/Lün] = O (54)

ä l•i5'?O392'7L’?n(D¤—D;1—DQ+Ü§) cesh 2.5408279*/3n • cos l„L66%'?’F!„0n
\\=\

= 0 (65)

4 This completee the boundsry conditions for the free edges„

Bcundary condition three concerns the displacement in the slsb,

us, which was determined directly from equation (46) for both knees of

the bridge to give

ceeh 0.338'7'770é33n7}

« cos O.195593032n7]• cos mr. (56)

This expression was next expanded in e Fourier Series to eliminete
77 . The series having the form

M

M
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f(7}) = §g+ ET amcosä-$3+ ä' hinein?-é
¤\=\ me}

was used where
J/2.

am==§-[ cosäu-§·§d)?

and
hä

bmsäj ,60}) „1né'%-dvz.
J/Z

The expression for äm was calculated ae

am = Eä cos nr • cos mn
O.§§7§§2jQ§n sinh 2.Z206QQQ2Qg • cos nwzg

n + 0.57735028ln + 1.15470055lm

+ §O.2lg206§ägg + 0.4g,_l,{g}l8§g} cgsh g.1gO62%§@ • ein mrf.2
+ 0•5'7'7350281n + 1.15/+70055lm

,, 0.§6jZ§§%§2§_x_; sinh 2.ZgO6Q2Q2@ · ogs mfg
n + 0.57735028ln ·-

oosh sin nzrßg
n + 0.57735028].n • 1.15470055lm

(sv)

and bm == O (58)

In the final solution, the above expressions for Hm and bm will be

set equal to the oorresponding coefficients of the Fourier Series

ex-pensionfor the deflection of the abutment at the knee, WA. A
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Using equation (L7), the displacement vg was calculnted at E

= +8•O309/+225 and E = ···8•0309l+225 to give

== sinh 0•338'7’7'7063r17}
• sin 0•195‘593032n7] • cos mn (59)

The Fourier Series coefficients were determined to be

°° • •• ••
am == (Dn-·D¤—Dn+1in) cos mr • cos nur

Ü• 7 2 C h • • 8ng + (O•5'7'735028lu + 1•l5l,.7OO551m)2
_ 1 + • •7

° COBng + ( O•57’7350281n + 1•15A'70055lm)g
_, O•Q§'7§§2§f2§¤ cgsh 2•'igO6Q@2Qg • sin mr[2

n + (O•5'7'735028ln ·· l•15!,'700551m
_ ‘(l•'70_4g189g;n -· §•@8g}Z8l2m) einh 2•'7?,O6Q@?$? • ogs m‘r[2

n + O•5'7'?350281n -· l•15l+'?OO551m

(69)
end bm == O (61)

Aceording to the fourth boundery condition, the above coefficients

must be equeted to the proper coefficients in the Fourier ewnaion

for the abutment displacement, uA, et the kneem

To evaluete the fifth bmmdary condition, the sheerihg force NETT

was caleulated at both lmees, from eeuation (19), to be

- °° . • ev „u•
(NET) )E ,g_8_O3O%225 == cos
mrcosh0•338'7'7'7063¤7] • ein 0•195593032n7] + l,359,128•598n
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sinh O•338'7'7'7063n7)• cos O„l95593032n7?)„ (62)

Again, 6 Fourier expansion was necessary and the eoefficients

am and bm to be matohed with the ooefficiente resulting from a sim-

ilar expansion of the shearing force in the abutment are

am " O (63)

bm == gi (Du-D};-D§+D°g) cos mr • eos mr
|‘\=\

sinh cos @[2
+ O•57’735028ln - 1.15470055lm

cogh ein n1r[g
n + (O•57’735028ln - l•l54'70055lm

4, - 1 ,6 2- 768 •O6mn sinh2•'7206 2 c mr
né + (O•5'7735028ln + 1•l5I+'70055lm}g

4, (6§l,§2O„g,ä].n2 + @},Q§8.g;@) cosh 2•'7206?;;j22g sin mfg
+ O• 57*7350281n + 1.15470055lm

(64)

In fulfillment of the last boundary condition, the normal force

in the plate given by equation (18) for the edges of the top slah at
€== +8•0309L225 inches and E,¤ -8•O309!,225 inches is

(NE)E„I8_O3O9_,+225 = cos mr(Dn·D,;-D,';+Ü;‘,) (-1,329,4/„3•330n
cosh O•338'777063n>) • sin O•195593032n77- '?6'7,55!„l,56n

sinh O„338'77'7063n)] • cos O6l95593032n)] ). (65)

Once again a Fourier series was used to give the following con-

(
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stants,

am = Ü (66)

bm == (Bu-·D;,-·D§+Ü{°,) cos mr • cos nur

[Q-651,52o.g,;71g2 + §g§,Z60,2§§uzn} smb 2,Z206??2Qg • seg mrf.2
n + 0,55735028ln - 1,15470055lm

cosh 2,7gO6Q§Q22g • ein nsf;
n~ + 0,55735028ln · 1,l547OO55lm)2

gin cos gg[2
n + — O,55735028ln + 1,15470055lm 2

+ 6 2 , cosh ,7206 2 • s n nw » er
which are to be comhined with the censtants ehtained freu the expan-

sion of the expression for shear in the abutment, at each knee,
The final equations, arising from the extension in the top slab,

to be used in the analysis of the skewed rigid·frame bridge using elas-

sical plate theory have all been given, They are equations (49),

(50), (54), (55), (5*7), (58), (60), (61), (63), (64), (66) end (67),
All of these, except for the Fourier coefficients having a value of

zero, are in the form of an infinite series, To sclve the equations,

the first few term in the series will have to be evaluated, The num-

ber of terms used will determine the accuracy of the results, provided

a sufficient number of significant figures are used to begin the solu-

tion, As already mentioned, an article by von Neumann and Goldstine(2O) ,

(» I
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contains information on the number of Figures tc be used to obtain

desired results. Various sources of error in computations are also

discussed in this bulletin.
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VII.

CONCLUSIONR

The search for a better method of analyzing skew arches and rigid

frames has gone on for years. During that time many theories were

presented, most of which were an improvement or a simplification of

previous methods. However, no exact analytical solution, basd on

classical plate theory, for the analysis of skewed plates as found in

rigid-frame bridges had been developed prior to this thesis. As

previously mentioned, the complete solution is being presented in

three separate theses. This thesis contains all the aquations needed

for the analysis that arise from considering the extensional forces

acting in the skewed slab. All the equations have been given in the

form of an infinite series. These equations, together with the ones

for the other parts of this problem, must be expanded for a few terms,

combined and sclved. Due to the size and number of equations involved,

the only practical solution would involve the use of a modern high»

speed computer. Since Virginia Polytechnio Institute has a computer

of this type, the entire analysis could he completed at the college.

Once the results are obtained, a comparison can be made with the ex-

perimental analysis referred to in the thesis.(13)

The analysis of a skewed plate with two free edges has important

applications other than designing highway bridges. One of the most I

important problems in aeroelasticity is that of skewed plates havingI

I
I
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several free edges. The analysis of eweptäback fine used om super-
sonic: guided missilee as well as the deflection of the ewept wings on

modern eircraft is mathematically the same problem met in designing a

skewed bridge. Therefore, an exact solution of this problem was most

urgently needed.

I v
I n
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A. Trg.g_sforms„tion Formulag

The following formulas are used in this thesis to transform the

displacement components u and v from rectangular to skewed coordinates•

A11 formulas are expressed in the form for u„ To transform the compo-

nent v, simply replace u by v in the formulas given here.
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B. Table of Integrale
1

All the integrals involved in this thesis that are not contained

in most integral tables in common use are given below„

Icosh AX • cos BX • cos CX • dX1 „ 1, 1 „ sinn AX • cos (B+C)X + (B+C) cosh AX • sin (B+c)X
2 A + B+C

+ 1 1 einh AX • cos (B-C)X + (B-C) cosh AX • sin (B-C)X
2 A +(s-05

4{cosh AX • sin BX • sin CX • dX
„ 1 l einh AX • cos (B—C)X + (B—C) coah AX • ein (B-c)x

2 + B-C
_ 1 A Sinn AX • ess (A+c)x + (s+c} AAAA AX • AAA (A+c)x

2 +(a+c

‘{sinh AX • ein BX • cos CX • dX
„ 1 1 A cosh AX • sin (B+C)X — (B+C) sinn AX • cos (s+c)x

2 A +(B+c
+ 1 1 A coeh AX · sin (B-c)x — (B-6) sinh AX · ses (A-c)x

2 A +ÄB-C5

„1

1 1
1 1




